Abstract-This paper presents the application of reinforcement learning to improve the performance of highly dynamic single legged locomotion with compliant series elastic actuators. The goal is to optimally exploit the capabilities of the hardware in terms of maximum jump height, jump distance, and energy efficiency of periodic hopping. These challenges are tackled with the reinforcement learning method Policy Improvement with Path Integrals (PI 2 ) in a model-free approach to learn parameterized motor velocity trajectories as well as highlevel control parameters. The combination of simulation and hardware-based optimization allows to efficiently obtain optimal control policies in an up to 10-dimensional parameter space. The robotic leg learns to temporarily store energy in the elastic elements of the joints in order to improve the jump height and distance. In addition, we present a method to learn time-independent control policies and apply it to improve the energetic efficiency of periodic hopping.
I. INTRODUCTION
The nature of legged robots raises big challenges for controlling these systems. High degrees of freedom (DOF) and highly nonlinear non-smooth dynamics (due to interaction with the environment) count amongst the difficulties that researchers face in the development of control algorithms for robots with legs. Model-based control approaches are naturally limited by the fact that accurate models are difficult to obtain and are hence less suitable to achieve maximal performance, efficiency, and accuracy on the hardware. A common method to overcome modeling inaccuracies is to apply reinforcement learning directly to the physical robot. Some successful results have been achieved on four- [1] and two-legged robots [2] - [4] . They focused on robots with position controlled, stiff actuators, which fundamentally differentiates it from our system. Learning of a vertical jump with a robot with compliant actuators was presented in [5] . The control input was parameterized with two step functions with variable timing as basis functions for each actuator. The optimization was conducted by the combination of random exploration and hill-climbing search. This approach focuses on the pneumatic actuation of this robot, which restricts the applicability to our work. For purely simulation-based approaches, earlier work on learning control for single legged robots has been presented in [6] , [7] . The topology of a neural network is learned in simulation with a simple model. However, these methods are not suitable for learning on the real robot as the training requires a big number of trials (up to ∼10 6 in [7] ) to cover the state space. In a closely related work [8] , a genetic algorithm was used to generate a vertical jump for a simulated single legged robot with mechanical springs in the joints. The algorithm has evolved to a countermovement jump at which a torque in the springs is developed before the upward movement of the jump. We aim at achieving similar results for a real robot with an additional horizontal DOF. Scalability, high convergence rate and numerical robustness are crucial for reinforcement learning on real robots. While classic reinforcement learning methods do not scale well to high-dimensional continuous state and action spaces, recent developments in robot learning have overcome these limitations (see [9] , [10] for a comprehensive overview). In particular, the method Policy Improvement with Path Integrals (PI 2 ) [11] , has lately shown promising results in learning complex behavior for interaction with the environment [12] , [13] . It combines path integral methods for optimal control with direct reinforcement learning in a modelfree approach. The algorithm allows to iteratively update the control policy in high dimensions and has shown fast convergence in comparison to other reinforcement learning methods (e.g. REINFORCE, PoWER). PI 2 does not rely on the computation of gradients, which is of great importance considering the application on a physical system with noise and non-smooth dynamics. Also, tuning of open parameters is reduced in PI 2 to the manual definition of the exploration noise. This way, the user can focus on the design of the cost function. However, the scalability to high dimensions comes at the cost that the PI 2 algorithm (as all trajectory-based learning algorithms) finds only locally optimal solutions. Therefore, it can be crucial to start with reasonably good initial policies depending on the complexity of the task.
In this work, we apply PI 2 to learn jumping and hopping maneuvers on the robotic single leg ScarlETH [14] . ScarlETH is a planar system with an articulated leg driven by highly compliant series elastic actuators (SEA) [15] in the hip and knee joint. To maximize the performance and locomotion efficiency, we apply a two-step optimization 
The one-legged robot has a total number of 6 DOF (x, z, φ hip,mot , φ hip,joint , φ knee,mot , and φ knee,joint ). The torque in each joint is given by the deflection of the spring that is attached between the motor and the joint.
framework by combining simulation-based and hardwarebased reinforcement learning as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The main contributions of this paper are presented in the context of reinforcement learning of jumping and hopping maneuvers for a single robotic leg with highly compliant joints: We extend the application range of PI 2 from typically slow reaching, grasping and manipulation tasks [12] , [13] to highly dynamic jumping maneuvers. We directly parameterize the motor velocity trajectories (input to the SEA) and do not enforce joint position (output of the SEA) tracking with an additional controller. This way, the learning algorithm learns to excite the inherent dynamics of the system and to exploit them to achieve maximal performance. Additionally, we present a novel strategy to learning of time-independent periodic control policies with PI 2 to find an optimal excitation frequency. We have summarized the experiments and the learning progress in a video: youtu.be/xw6pSal-OgI
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The one legged platform ScarlETH is described in Section II and an introduction to PI 2 is given in Section III. The learning framework and the results for single jumps is given in Section IV and for energy efficient hopping in Section V.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
ScarlETH is a planar one-legged robotic system [14] . It is modeled consisting of a main body/base, a thigh and a shank connected at the hip and knee joint respectively as shown in Fig. 2(a) . A guiding unit allows the robot to move freely in horizontal and vertical direction while the rotation about the pitch axis is blocked. The position of the base (x, z) is measured with wire sensors while the position of the foot (x foot , z foot ) is given by the hip and knee joint angles φ hip and φ knee . A series elastic actuator [15] drives each joint and is described by the motor position φ mot and joint position φ joint (Fig. 2(b) ). The joint torque is given by the deflection of the spring as T = c sprg (φ mot − φ joint ) with c sprg denoting the spring constant. Contact of the foot with the ground is detected through a threshold value for the deflection of the knee joint spring.
The controller for each joint provides different actuation modes. In the motor velocity control mode, the desired motor velocities for the hipφ des hip,mot and kneeφ des knee,mot are directly transferred to the motor electronics. This is the lowest control input method to the system. In the joint position control mode, the desired joint positions for hip φ des hip and knee φ des knee are tracked. In the torque control mode, precise torque regulation is achieved through control of the spring deflection for the desired torques of hip T des hip and knee T des knee . The system has a total moving mass of 6.5 kg of which ∼50% are on account of the vertical gliders and can be interpreted as payload. For the long jump (Subsection IV-B) and the periodic hopping (Section V) experiments, we attach springs with a constant force to compensate for the payload. Our simulation and software setup is identical to the framework described in [16] . This setup allows to quickly change from the simulation to the real robot while running the same high-level control software.
III. OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK
In the first step of our optimization framework (1 in Fig. 1 ), we run the simulation based on the model of the rigid body dynamics (Section II) in order to find a control policy that is optimized for the dominating dynamics of the system. In the second optimization step (2 in Fig. 1 ), we continue the learning procedure by applying it directly on the real robot. By leveraging the results from the first step, we are now circumventing the modeling errors and achieve a convergence to a new cost minimum in few trials. Executing the policy from the second optimization process on the hardware (3 in Fig. 1 ) then shows a consistent repeatability.
The reinforcement learning algorithm is based on PI 2 [11] , a model-free, direct policy learning method. The algorithm evaluates a path integral with Monte Carlo rollouts (repeated, random sampling). It optimizes a control policy a(t), which is parameterized by a basis function representation
with the policy parameter vector θ ∈ R M×1 and a set of basis functions g(t) ∈ C(R, R M×1 ) with M being the number of parameters/basis functions. The aim is to find a set of parameters θ which minimizes a cost function J with
for the time interval from t i to t N . The cost function consists of the terminal cost term ϕ(t N ), the immediate state cost q(t), and the control cost 1 2 θ T R θ with R ∈ R M×M denoting the control cost matrix.
During the learning procedure the cost function is minimized in an iterative process of exploration and parameter updating. The state space is explored by injecting the Gaussian mean-zero noise ε ∈ R M×1 in the policy parameters and executing a number of stochastic control policies for The basis functions are nonlinear and distributed in such a way that they provide an appropriate expressivity for the particular task. We use normalized Gaussian basis functions,
where σ m and c m are the widths and centers of the basis function with index m = 1...M. The variation of the policy parameters in (3) leads to different costs for each k-th execution of the policy (rollout). The policy improvement step (PI 2 update) is computed based on the trajectory costs and performs the parameter update
for r the current parameter update step. The updated policy is expected to generate trajectories that lead to decreasing costs in the future. We refer to [11] for the derivation of the PI 2 update algorithm.
IV. JUMPS FROM REST A jump from a resting posture is a highly explosive maneuver that requires correct timing and precise coordination of the joints. First, we focus on learning the motion for a purely vertical jump (Subsection IV-A) and then extend to jumps with different jump distances (Subsection IV-B).
A. Vertical Jump
The robot starts the vertical jump with the thrust phase from rest with the base horizontal start position x 0 (Fig. 3) . During this phase, the leg has to develop a maximal thrust to achieve a high vertical lift-off velocity. It reaches the apex point (highest point in the flight trajectory) in the flight phase. The jump height ∆z is defined as the difference between the base vertical lift-off position z lo and the base vertical apex position z ap as ∆z = z ap − z lo .
The touchdown offset ∆x is given by the difference of the base horizontal start position x 0 and the base horizontal touchdown position x td as
The goal of the vertical jump optimization is to maximize the jump height ∆z while minimizing the touchdown offset ∆x.
1) Control Structure:
For the thrust phase, we choose the desired motor velocity for each joint,φ des hip,mot (t) anḋ φ des knee,mot (t), as a feedforward control input (motor velocity control mode) whereby the control loop over the SEA is not closed (as opposed to e.g. torque control mode). This way, the learning framework can directly excite the SEA at the lowest control level which allows to include the dynamics of the SEA as part of the optimization. As soon as a lift-off is detected, the control is switched to the joint position control mode with predefined configuration for the duration of the flight phase.
2) Policy: Optimization is applied to the control policy of the thrust phase. The two-dimensional policy a t = (φ The initial policy is chosen manually such that the learning procedure is biased towards a trajectory with lift-off at the end of the policy execution. This ensures that all parameters are used to shape the trajectory. The variance of the exploration noise Σ ε is set to 1.2 rad /s for learning in simulation and to 0.7 rad /s for learning on the hardware. The number of rollouts per update is chosen to be K = 10 and the 5 best rollouts from the last iteration are additionally reused for the policy improvement step.
3) Cost Function: We evaluate the jump height ∆z (in m) and touchdown offset ∆x (in m) in the terminal cost term as
The weighting factor 0.3 has been tuned manually in simulation to reach a reasonable trade-off between the jump height and touchdown offset. The immediate state cost q t and the control cost are neglected, as they are not relevant for the optimality of this task.
4) Results:
The mean and the standard deviation of the cost evolution for multiple learning sessions for the simulation-based learning is given in Fig. 4(a) . For the learning process on the hardware, the initial policy is given by the optimized policy obtained from the simulation. The algorithm is able to converge to a new cost minimum within only a few update steps (Fig. 4(b) ). Fig. 4(a) is close to the value for the initial rollout on the hardware Fig. 4(b) . This depends on the motor power limitation in simulation is not relevant for the success of the learning procedure. Fig . 5 shows the initial and the learned jump with characteristic countermovement trajectory. In the learned policy, the actuators are pre-activated and the body is first lowered to temporarily store energy in the joint springs. This energy is then released during an explosive upward motion before lift-off.
The simulation-based policy (executed on the hardware) increases the initial jump height from 47 mm to 84 mm. The trajectory learned on the hardware pushes the jump height further to 105 mm by circumventing the modeling inaccuracies. While the policy learned in simulation reduces the touchdown offset on the hardware ∆x from 38 mm to 31 mm, only the policy learned on the hardware is able to minimize the touchdown offset to a large extent to 3 mm. 
B. Long Jump
As an extension of the vertical jump, we conduct experiments in which we let ScarlETH learn jumps with different jump distances while maintaining a defined jump height. This is incorporated as the base apex height z ap (in m) and the foot touchdown position x foot,td (in m) in the terminal cost term
with the target base height at apexẑ ap and the target foot touchdown positionx foot,td . When targeting relatively large jump distances (up to 0.5 m), we have to deal with foot slippage as a result of a high horizontal thrust force. To avoid this, we penalize a horizontal displacement of the foot during the thrust phase by defining the immediate state cost as
with N the number of time steps of the policy execution, and x foot (t) (in m) andx foot,th the actual and target horizontal foot position during thrust phase. We rely on hardwarebased learning only as we can iteratively and efficiently reuse the policy of a previous jump with different distance (as opposed to learn each jump from scratch). The variance of the exploration noise Σ ε is set to 1.35 rad /s. Fig. 6 shows the results for the learned policies for different target jump lengths which all converged within 35 rollouts (3 parameter updates). The longest target jump distances (x foot,td = 0.6 m andx foot,td = −0.4 m) are not fully reached as a result of the trade-off between jump length and foot slippage. We observe that ScarlETH is able to jump further in forward direction (positive x-direction) than backwards, which is due to its articulated leg design. For a forward jump, both hip and knee joints can contribute actively towards the necessary lift-off velocity, while a backward jump has to be actuated mainly by the knee joint. V. PERIODIC HOPPING Periodic hopping can be achieved with a control method presented in [14] that is based on virtual model control [17] . The controller enables robust hopping and a simple combination of control for the vertical and horizontal DOF. The goal is to learn a set of control parameters that minimizes the energy consumption for periodic hopping.
1) Control Structure:
A hopping sequence from apex to apex is illustrated in Fig. 7 . During the flight phase, the leg is positioned to a predefined configuration (joint position control) with touchdown leg angle γ td and touchdown leg length l td . For the stance phase, a virtual force element F virtual is emulated between foot and hip joint (which roughly corresponds to the robot's center of mass). The vertical component of the virtual force is given by an emulated spring element as
with the zero spring length l z 0 and gravity compensation term g z . The spring stiffness c z (η st ) is parameterized by the timeindependent locomotion variable η st which is defined below. The control in horizontal direction is achieved by the xcomponent of the virtual force F x virtual = k x (x − x) with the proportional gain k x and the desired horizontal base position x. The virtual force element F virtual is mapped to the joint torques with Jacobi transposed mapping as laid out in [14] . The desired torques are sent to the joint controller running in the torque control mode.
2) Locomotion Time: The virtual spring stiffness c z (η st ) determines the hopping frequency and thus the execution time of the policy. To comply with the time-invariant structure of the controller, we introduce a locomotion variable for the stance phase η st as a time-independent, dimensionless parameter that describes the fraction of the stance time that has elapsed. It maps the progress between touchdown and lift-off to the interval [−1, 1] with the bottom point at η st = 0. We define the locomotion time similarly to [18] as
c For our choice of the coordinate system (see Fig. 2(a) ), z foot ≈ 0 m holds during the stance phase.
based on the kinetic energy E kin and the total energy of the system E tot (as the sum of kinetic energy, potential energy in the gravitational field, and potential energy of the virtual spring). This approximation captures the main characteristics sufficiently as it covers big parts of the interval [−1, 1] and is, at least experimentally, monotonic strictly increasing.
3) Policy: The learning algorithm is applied to a subset of the control parameters (in total 7 open parameters), namely the leg length at touchdown l td , the virtual spring stiffness c z (η st ), and the virtual zero spring length l z 0 (Fig. 7) . The touchdown leg length l td determines the extension angle of the knee at touchdown. A higher leg length (and thus higher knee extension angle) leads to higher impact energy losses [19] and thus influences the energy efficiency. The parameterized virtual spring stiffness c z (η st ) gives the learning algorithm the opportunity to optimize for energetic efficiency by influencing the instantaneous motor power. In accordance to the policies of the previous tasks (Section IV), M = 5 Gaussian functions are chosen as basis functions. Finally, the zero spring length l z 0 determines how much energy is virtually introduced to the system at every time step to compensate for the energy losses. It is important to adapt the parameter accordingly to maintain the minimal foot clearanceĥ foot .
The minimal foot clearance is given withĥ foot = 16 cm and the variance of the exploration noise for the virtual spring stiffness is set to Σ ε = 300 N /m. Again, the number of rollouts per update is K = 10 with an additional 5 rollouts reused from the last update.
4) Cost Function:
The energy consumption is captured in the immediate state cost with the positive motor work (motor power defined as P mot =φ mot T in W) for the stance phase as q t = max(P hip,mot , 0) + max(P knee,mot , 0) .
Reaching the minimum foot clearanceĥ foot (in m) for each step allows us to compare the energy expenditure. We incorporate the minimal foot clearance in the terminal cost term as
where the weighting factor is tuned manually. One rollout is executed with 10 steps/jumps, of which the last 6 steps are evaluated with the cost function. This makes sure that the transient towards the limit cycle is omitted. The cost for each jump of the rollout are averaged and mapped on the locomotion variable η st before performing the PI 2 policy update step.
5) Results:
The cost evolution for multiple learning sessions in simulation is shown in Fig. 8 . The learning algorithm has consistently converged from the leg length at touchdown l td = 35.0 cm to a learned leg length with l td = 29.3 cm. The initial (linear) and the learned (nonlinear) virtual spring characteristic c z (η st ) is plotted in Fig. 9 . The learned control parameters reduce the positive motor work for the stance phase from 7.0 J to 6.1 J per step.
We have conducted a learning session on the real robot and initialized the policy with the learned parameters from 1  15  5  55  9  95  13  135  17  175  21  215  25  255  29  295  33  335  37  375  41  415  45  455  49  495 Energy cost mean Energy cost standard deviation cancelled and an additional optimization on the hardware is unnecessary. However, we can ensure that parameters learned from simulation are at least locally optimal on the real robot as well.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have shown that reinforcement learning based on simulations and hardware experiments is highly effective to improve the locomotion performance and energetic efficiency. For jumps from rest, the motor velocity trajectories converged to a countermovement jump in which the elastic elements in the joints are exploited to improve the jump height. This is very similar to what can be observed in nature and has been examined i.a. by [20] , [21] . By continuing the learning on the hardware, modeling errors are compensated for and the jumping performance is improved significantly within a few trials. Learning different jump lengths, we generate a policy library with which ScarlETH can accurately perform accurate jumps. For energy efficient hopping, we introduce a new method for the optimization of timeindependent periodic control policies. The algorithm is able to minimize the energy consumption without sacrificing the robustness of the controller.
For the vertical and long jumps, we ascribe the learning success to the choice of the control policy. The policy directly acts on the motor velocity as input to the SEA without additional joint tracking controller and allows to efficiently exploit temporal energy storage and power amplification of the compliant actuators. This is in contrast to the closedloop hopping controller where we restrict the optimization to the high-level control parameters in order to maintain active control of the horizontal DOF. This choice naturally restricts the degree of optimization of the energy efficiency that can be achieved. While the PI 2 algorithm has worked to our satisfaction in these experiments, we do not exclude that other reinforcement learning methods could have achieved similar results. As a next step, we are building on our findings to learn jumping, hopping, and running maneuvers on our quadruped robot StarlETH [16] .
